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XTM Connect - Microsoft Excel in Office 365

1. Introduction
XTM Connect - Microsoft Excel in Office 365 is an Excel add-in developed by XTM International
Ltd. to provide a connection between XTM Cloud and both – online and desktop Excel
spreadsheets. The configuration of translation projects takes place within XTM. Users can create
projects within desktop or online Excel workbook, send them over to XTM for translation, and
receive translation back to their Excel sheets.
The add-in requires purchasing an Office 365 subscription, setting up an account on Office page
and having Microsoft Excel with the Microsoft Office bundle installed on your PC.
Have a look at the full XTM Excel integration in the video from XTM webinar:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ywk_aj38r5M&feature=youtu.be
For installation queries and troubleshooting, contact us: https://support.xtmintl.com/en/support/home.

2. Technical requirements
Supported platforms
Supported platforms:
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Office for the web
Microsoft Office for Windows (requires Office 365 subscription) [Version 1907 (Build
11929.20306) or later]
Microsoft Office 2019 for Windows (one-time purchase) [Version 1907 (Build 11929.20306) or
later]
Microsoft Office for Mac (requires Office 365 subscription) (Version 16.30 or later)

Unsupported platforms:
•
•
•

Microsoft Office 2016 for Windows (one-time purchase)
Microsoft Office 2013 for Windows (one-time purchase)
Microsoft Office for iPad (requires Office 365 subscription)

3. Configuration
Installing the XTM Connect Add-in
You first need to install and configure the XTM Connect Add-in. It is available from either the XTM
Support Team at: support@xtm.cloud or from the Office store (available soon on:
https://appsource.microsoft.com/).
Manual installation and configuration
Manual installation and configuration are carried out by your administrator.
For manual installation, you need to send a request to XTM Support Team to get an .xml
configuration file. Once you have received the configuration file from XTM Support Team:
1)
2)

Sign in to your Excel365 instance.
Go to the Admin panel to install the connector.
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

In the left-hand menu, Click Show all and go to Settings -> Add-ins.
Click Deploy Add-in -> Next -> Upload custom apps.
Choose the “I have the manifest file (.xml) on this device” option and click Choose File.
From the pop-up window, choose the manifest.xml file and click Open.
Click Upload to upload the file.
Once the file is visible in the Add-ins, click it to assign users (e.g. Everyone).
Click Deploy.

Signing in to Excel365

Excel365 instance

Admin panel

Show all -> Settings -> Add-ins
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Deploying a new add-in

Uploading custom app
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Choosing the XTM manifest (.xml) file

Opening the XTM manifest (.xml) file
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Selected file

Assigning users
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The add-in installed

Getting the XTM Connect Add-in
Once the administrator has configured and installed the app, you can add the XTM Connect Add-in
to Excel:
1)
2)
3)

Go to Insert -> Office Add-ins to open a pop-up window.
Open the Admin Managed tab (or the Store tab).
Choose the XTM Connect icon and click Add.

Office Add-ins button in the navigation bar
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Office Add-ins – Store tab

Office Add-ins – Admin Managed tab
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XTM Connect button added to the navigation bar
Connecting to XTM
The XTM connection credentials (namely: login, password, company, XTM server URL, customer
ID) are stored individually for each Microsoft account. Every new user needs to set up a
connection with XTM when they open the Add-in for the first time. This is done only once and does
not have to be repeated every time you open the spreadsheet (unless the add-in has been
disconnected).
To connect to XTM:
1)
2)

Click XTM Connect -> Open XTM Connect.
In the popup window, provide your credentials:
•
•
•
•

Client name: the name of your XTM instance
User name: the name of the user (Project Manager) in XTM
Password: the password used to log in to XTM
XTM server URL: the https of the XTM instance you use

Note: With the release of XTM v.12.2, access to Excel365 can be granted to two types of XTM
Project Managers: those with full and limited management rights.
3)
4)

Click Connect to XTM. Once you are connected, choose a Customer (created in XTM)
from the dropdown menu.
Click Confirm.

Once you are connected to XTM, the source language drop-down lists are populated from XTM
with all source languages available for the customer you have selected.

Opening the XTM Connect – Microsoft Excel
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Providing credentials

Choosing a customer
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XTM Connect options
The connector offers you a great deal of options to choose from when you want to request
translation.

Get logs

Obtain a file that records events in the XTM connector. This is particularly
useful when troubleshooting problems.

Disconnect

Break off the connection between the connector and XTM instance if you
want to change the connector settings.

Translate type:
Column /
Spreadsheet

Choose the scope of content to be sent for translation:
• Column: mark entire columns or a set of consecutive rows in one column
• Spreadsheet: mark entire spreadsheet

Source/Target

Choose a translation language pair.

Add comments

Include comments so that they are visible to translators in XTM. You can
choose to display them as:
• Comments in the docked panel
• New column in the workspace window

Monitor target
length

Set limits on the translation length based on the minimum and maximum
number of characters specified in a column of the source spreadsheet.

Project template

Use XTM customer templates or XTM global templates. When the user is
connected to XTM, the project template drop-down list is populated with all
templates available to him.

Save as default

Save the translation project settings for future use and have them applied
automatically in a given spreadsheet. This may be useful for often-used
project settings.

Restore defaults

Bring back most recent default project settings if they have been modified in
any way.

Due date

Set a due date for the entire translation project, using a calendar picker. By
default, the “Due date” field is empty and filling it out is optional.

Configuration
template

Store the settings provided in the XTM Connect window for a given
spreadsheet and create a template that can be imported or exported.

Import/Export

Import/export the Configuration template and share it with other project
participants. The exported/imported file is in the JSON format.
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Translation job essentials
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Pop-up informing that settings were not saved for this spreadsheet

Pop-up informing that settings have been saved as default settings
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4. Translation workflow
Translation of columns
When translating columns, it is possible to configure one or more source - target language pairs.
Such settings can be saved in the document properties, by clicking the “Save as default” button.
Then, they are retrieved automatically when opening the Add-in.
Sending columns for translation
To send columns for translation:
1)

In your Excel sheet, highlight the columns you wish to translate.

Note: You can select the entire column or a range of consecutive rows in a column, e.g. column A
or rows 10-24 in column A.
2)
3)
4)
5)

In the XTM Connect pop-up, choose the source column and source language along with
the target column and target language.
Choose a project template set up in XTM.
Click Request translation.
When a project is created, target cells are blocked and they cannot be edited.

If you wish to have a column translated to more than one target language, click the plus icon and
repeat the instructions above. The source column will be exported to XTM and have a separate
project created for each language pair.
Target columns must be empty to request translation and create a project in XTM. You cannot
overwrite the source column with the target text: translations are always retrieved to target
columns.
Note:
•
•

The project file sent to XTM is converted to an XLIFF file format.
In XTM, the project name contains Excel sheet name, Excel tab name, and the first few
words of the source text. To the projects created with the same name a number is added
automatically to distinguish them in XTM.
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Creating a project in XTM Connect – Column option

Confirmation message upon project creation

Blocked target cells

Project view in XTM
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Source file view in XTM Project editor - xlf

Project creation is always confirmed with an email sent to the project creator.

E-mail confirming project creation

Note: The maximum size of Excel files that can be sent to XTM is 5MB, however the number
refers to the size with all the metadata added by XTM Connect when creating a project. If the size
is exceeded, an error message is displayed. In that case, it is recommended to split the Excel
content into smaller pieces, put it into separate Excel sheets, and send it for translation one by
one.

File size restriction - error message
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Translation of whole spreadsheets
You can send an entire spreadsheet for translation and have it translated into one or more target
languages. In XTM, separate projects will be created for each target language, while translations
will be returned to Excel into separate sheets for each target language.
Sending spreadsheets for translation
To send spreadsheets for translation:
1)
2)
3)
4)

In the XTM Connect pop-up, click the Spreadsheet button.
Fill out your project details providing the source language, target language(s), project
template and due date (optionally).
Click Request translation.
When a project is created, separate sheets are set up and blocked for edition.

Creating a project in XTM Connect – Spreadsheet option

Confirmation message upon project creation
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View of projects in XTM

View of the two translated sheets

Handling of metadata
With the XTM Connect Add-in you can choose if you want to display additional data as metadata
(in a column in the editor) or as a comment. You can also choose how a comment with metadata is
displayed in XTM Workbench: either as a new column or as a comment in the docked panel.
Sending content with metadata for translation
To send content with metadata:
1)
2)
3)
4)

In your Excel sheet, select the columns you wish to translate along with the metadata
columns.
In the XTM Connect pop-up, choose the source column and source language along with
the target column and target language.
Tick the box by the Add comments option to specify settings.
In Source – specify the source column, while in Comment – the comment section.
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5)
6)
7)

Click the three dots menu to choose the way the metadata is to be displayed in XTM.
Choose Project template and (optionally) set the due date.
Click Request translation.

Choosing how to display comments in XTM when creating translation requests

XTM Workbench – comments in the docked panel Comments section
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XTM Workbench – comments in an additional column

Monitoring of target text length
With the XTM Connect Add-in you can choose to set restrictions on the length of translation based
on the minimum and maximum number of characters. The two numbers can be specified in the
Excel sheet.
Sending content with character limits set for the target cell
To send content with pre-set character limits:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

In your Excel sheet, choose any column to be your target length column and enter the
number of characters you want your translation to have. The limit can be set to either a
maximum or a minimum number of characters.
Select the columns you wish to translate.
In the XTM Connect pop-up, choose the source column and source language along with
the target column and target language.
Tick the box by the Monitor target length option to specify settings.
In Source – specify the source column, while in Target length – the column with specified
target length.

Note: the target length column must not be the same as the column you have selected for your
translation input.
6)
7)
8)

Click the three dots menu to specify whether the number in the target length column is
your minimum or maximum target length limit.
Choose Project template and (optionally) set the due date.
Click Request translation.

Note: The restrictions regarding the character count are for information purposes only. Exceeding
the number or providing translations which do not conform to the rule will not impede retrieval of
translated text from XTM when the project is finished.
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Setting up a project with Monitor target length option

Project in XTM with monitoring the target text length option

Information about the limits of character count displayed in XTM Workbench

Retrieving translation from XTM
Translations are retrieved automatically once the translation is finished in XTM. The target cells are
auto-populated with translation.
You can also retrieve translation manually from the control panel under XTM Connect.
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Retrieving translation manually from XTM

When translations are automatically retrieved from XTM, the following message appears:

Retrieving translation – confirmation message
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5. Translation workflow in XTM
Cancelling projects in XTM
The translation is returned when the project is finished in XTM (“Finished” status). However, if a
project is deleted or archived in XTM, there is no notification displayed in Excel. In the case of
accidental cancellation in XTM, the project will have to be sent again from the Excel spreadsheet.

Deleting the Excel project from XTM

6. Desktop application
The Excel online is a slimmed-down version of the desktop Excel workbook. It works and looks
nearly the same, but it’s cloud-based and its usage relies on Internet connection. It is possible to
use the XTM Connect Add-in both in the desktop and web versions of Excel. Files can be
accessed from your desktop and from cloud.
The Excel desktop app requires purchasing an Office 365 subscription, setting up an account on
Office page, and having Microsoft Excel with the Microsoft Office bundle installed on your PC (see
supported versions here). Once you are all set, you can install the XTM Connect Add-in on your
desktop application.
If you have Excel installed on your PC and XTM Connect Add-in configured on your Microsoft
account, the Add-in should be available from any desktop Excel file.
If not:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Open an Excel file.
Go to Insert -> Get Add-ins.
In the pop-up window choose Admin Managed or Store, depending on your Microsoft
account configuration.
Click XTM Connect and Add.
The Add-in appears in the upper-right corner of your file.

